1...FIELD CHECKOUT  LOT 10  071308
Officer cited a male subject found going through the dumpster. Subject had been recently warned for the violation. Subject was also revoked from campus.

2...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT  ALPINE & PACIFIC  071308
Officers responded to a report of a male subject causing a disturbance.

3...AIDED STOCKTON PD  PERSHING AVE  071308
Officers responded to a report of suspicious subjects. Officer located the subjects on Pershing and Alpine carrying a baseball bat. Subjects advised they were trying to locate a male subject who was trying to break into their residence. Subjects were unable to locate the subject.

4...FORGERY  FINANCE CENTER  071408
Officer responded to a report of forgery. Officer initiated a report.

5...SUSPICIOUS PERSON  PACIFIC AVE  071508
SPD reported receiving a call of a male subject masturbating outside a parked car near campus. Officers checked the area and were unable to locate.

6...VANDALISM  MANCHESTER  071508
Officer responded to a report of an attempted burglary. Officer determined no burglary attempt.

7...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT  PACIFIC AVE  071508
Officers responded to SPD’s report of possible gunshots in the area. SPD then reported a victim reporting he was being shot at while walking on Pacific and the Calaveras. Officers made contact with the victim and SPD questioned. Victim was provided an escort home.

8...AIDED STOCKTON PD  ROSEMARIE LN  071508
Officers assisted SPD with a perimeter due to an armed robbery at the 7/11.

9...ARREST  LOT 14  071608
Officers conducted a checkout on a male subject who ran from them. Subject was going through the dumpster. Subject was arrested at 11:55 AM. Subject was cited and released.

10...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT  WEBER HALL  071608
Victim reported her laptop computer was stolen with her visa card inside. Officer initiated a theft report. Victim advised the suspect returned the stolen property.

11…SUSPICIOUS PERSON  WOODBRIDGE  071608
Officers searched the area for a suspicious person. Officers checked surrounding areas and were unable to locate.

12…INJURY ACCIDENT  PERSHING AVE  071708
Officers responded to a report of an injury traffic accident. Officer requested medics for a bicyclist lying on the roadway. SPD handled the investigation and officers assisted with traffic.

13…VANDALISM  CALAVERAS BRIDGE  071708
SPD aired a report of 3 males tagging under the Pacific Ave bridge. Officers reported locating the subjects who ran from him. Officer initiated report for SPD.

14…AIDED STOCKTON PD  PACIFIC AVE  071808
Officer assisted SPD locating suspects involved in a battery against a bus driver. Officers located the suspects on Pacific Ave. SPD took custody of the suspects.

15…CASUALTY  RAYMOND GREAT  071808
Officers and medics responded to a report of a female subject who injured her knee. Subject was transported via ambulance to a local hospital.

16…SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT  ALPINE & KENSINGTON  071808
Officers assisted looking for a reported missing 12 year old.

17…TRESPASSING  MENDOCINO AVE  071908
Officers conducted a checkout on a male subject on a bicycle. Subject was contacted and warned in the past for trespassing. Subject was cited and released.

18…THEFT  QUAD DINNING HALL  071908
Victim reported her clarinet was stolen. Officer initiated a report.

19…WARRANT ARREST  PERSHING AVE  071908
Officers conducted a checkout on a male subject who appeared to be causing a disturbance in the area. Subject was arrested for two outstanding warrants.

20…INJURY ACCIDENT  ALPINE & PERSHING  071908
Officers assisted SPD with an injury accident involving a vehicle and bicyclist. SPD handled.

21…DUI ARREST  SONOMA & PERSHING  071908
Officer conducted a vehicle stop and determined the driver was DUI. CHP responded and arrested the driver at 11:50 PM. Driver was transported to the county jail.